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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 2014
James Simpson
My planned three-year tour as Chairman of UK
Committee, along with that of my Vice-Chairman Barrie
Sayers, was originally intended to come to an end at
our AGM in May of this year. That this is not now
happening is primarily down to prevailing initiatives
being conducted and led by the Board of Management
in Kolkata, as efforts are taken to resolve a number of issues vital to taking
The Homes safely and surely into the 21st century. Both Barrie and I - along
with our Treasurer - have been heavily involved in these matters for most of
our time in office and, as the issues remain to be concluded and our
contribution is still valued, at the request of the Board Chairman – and the
UK Trustees agreeing - we have both undertaken to continue in office for a
further year; to May 2015. Although this extension has already been
approved and endorsed by the UK Trustees I would look to our members for
support as the Trustees ask for formal acceptance at our AGM this May. I do
hope that you will support this move.
During 2013 much work has been done to streamline the function of our UK
Committee and indeed a Business Plan has been developed for both the
immediate and for the longer-term future. One element of that plan is to
both strengthen and secure the structure of our UK Committee for the
future. Vital to that future is continuity of Trusteeship and for that two
actions are on-going. The first is that of succession planning in terms of
office-bearers for the future (becoming ever-pressing as I have indicated
above) and that is in hand. The second is that of sustainability of the
Committee as an entity through the introduction of new (younger, perhaps)
blood to our ranks of Trustees. Happily we have found two candidates of
appropriate age, professional qualification and with personal experience of
child sponsorship and of The Homes to qualify them for appointment as
Trustees on the UK Committee. Again I look to our members to carry this
proposal through at the AGM.
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But there is always a down-side as I have to report the retiral from UK
Committee of both Reverend John Webster, my predecessor Chairman
(indeed, twice Chairman), and also of Vanda Fraser who was herself a pupil
at The Homes for many years. Both have brought to the Committee their
individual experience and vast knowledge of The Homes enabling them on
very many occasions to provide necessary wise advice and direction to we
others who have far less experience and understanding but so frequently are
at risk of allowing our enthusiasm to carry us out of the realms of sensibility!
To both of these I offer the thanks of all on the Committee - both past and
present – for all their tireless hard work in the knowledge that their
departure is merely from our immediate ranks and certainly not from their
close and continuing involvement with The Homes. I illustrate that last easily
and confidently by referring you to the feature in the Mid-Year Newsletter
telling of their parts in the Bike Bengal fund-raiser in February – a six-day
cycle from Kathmandu in Nepal to Kalimpong!
I have not really referred yet to The Homes themselves as I have used my
Sponsorship Report overleaf to report upon the children, upon whom all our
fund-raising efforts are focused. I do have to report here, however, one
piece of disappointing news. Mrs. Hilda Peacock, our Principal, has been
suffering from ill health for some considerable time and therefore has
reluctantly had to intimate that she will not be continuing in her post once
her contract expires later this summer. Hilda Peacock has brought a
tremendous amount of educational experience to The Homes and it is only
now that we are slowly beginning to see for ourselves the fruits of her
labours in the gradual raising of standards of achievement across the
departments. We will feel her loss but recognise her need to move on and so
we wish her a speedy return to good health.
Finally, I would like to record my appreciation of all the efforts made by our
Trustees as they strive – and struggle at times – to keep these most
important Homes alive as visualised by our Founder almost 114 years ago in
what was then a brand new 20th century and one which none could have
visualised just what the 21st century would bring. We strive to achieve the
equivalent 21st C version of John Anderson Graham’s 20th C vision.
Jim Simpson – Chairman
7
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SPONSORSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT 2014
James Simpson
Although at the time of writing we are already two months into the First
Semester of 2014, I am still not fully up to date with the number of pupils whom
we are now supporting! Doesn’t sound very good, I know, but such extraneous
circumstances as the fall-out from the political agitation of last summer can still
be felt. Despite all the assurances given by The Homes in Kalimpong and the
steps taken by Lt. Gen. Mukherjee in Kolkata, as well as the support given by
both the Local Advisory Committee and the pledges of non-interference from
political leaders, still some parents have insisted on withdrawing their children
from The Homes. Perhaps that is understandable. Notwithstanding, I am happy
to report that for the current year – 2014, we are fully supporting 231 children
including those 19 making up the 2014 new intake who arrived in Kalimpong
mid-February. I am pleased to say that we have found sponsors for over half of
these new children and allocated sufficient financial resources from legacy
investment income as well as from reserves to fully support all of the remainder.
On the subject of new arrivals I refer you to Pat’s article later in the Mid-Year
Newsletter that sets out the more stringent procedures we are now adopting for
assessing and accepting the truly deserving winnowed out from amongst the
vast over-subscription of applications. This year we are far more comfortable
than ever before that the new wee ones now with us in Kalimpong are most
deserving of your support!
At last our college students, too, are better catered for now than before! You
will recall that for longer than one can really remember we have been pressing
for the appointment of a Student Studies Supervisor. At last we have what we
are looking for in the shape of Mr. Reginald Sharma, a former headmaster of a
school in southern India, who has taken on that important mantle. Already he is
in the throes of setting up tutorial sessions in the Birkmyre Hostel and acting as a
counsellor and mentor for the students in general. Additionally he has been
providing valuable support to The Homes whenever social problems crop up
involving assessment of family circumstances or of the home conditions of our
children.
At today’s date we are supporting 47 students in colleges in Kolkata and also in
the hinterland. But also in the last 6 months we have diverted a few of our
college students who had been wrongly placed in courses of study outside their
8
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comfort zones into courses in which they have a better chance of achieving
success.
This July, though, we will face a new and tricky problem. Unusually we have at
most only five school leavers who are supported by UK and who are likely to go
to college; with these we can cope comfortably. However, potential college
students who were previously sponsored by other Overseas Committees –
Canada and Australia - will also be turning to UK for support as generally it is only
UK Committee that is in a position to support college students once they leave
school. I can foresee that by July we will have at least 12 “foreign” pupils seeking
support. Unless we get some offers of sponsorship I fear that there will be but a
few who will receive the support they will need. Thus no college for some, I’m
afraid. Any help will be much appreciated, even if it is constrained to that of the
Correspondent role.
Thank you as always for your support of all our children.
Jim Simpson – Sponsorship Secretary

THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
for the Year to 31st January 2014
Jim Gibson, UK Committee Treasurer
I am pleased to report that the completed accounts for
the year ending 31st January 2014 have been endorsed
by the Independent Examiner. Overleaf is an extract of
key sections of the accounts; namely, a Summary
Report of the Trustees, a Statement of Financial Activities and the Balance
Sheet.
The summarised financial statements have been extracted from the full
financial statements which were approved on 23 April 2014 and do not
constitute the charity’s statutory financial statements as they may not
contain sufficient financial information to allow for a full understanding of
the financial affairs of the charity.
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UK Committee Dr. Graham’s Homes, Kalimpong, India
Summary Report of the Trustees for the year ended 31 January 2014
Principal Activities
The Charity’s principal activity is to encourage sponsorship of children and to engage
in fundraising ventures to meet the objective of raising money for The Homes.
Fundraising efforts in the last year have supplemented the sums raised from
sponsorship, and thus enabled us to meet our full financial commitment to
supporting the children and students for whom we are responsible.
Achievements and Performance
We have been able to provide sponsorship of £287,269 to the Homes, sponsoring
219 children and 49 students at colleges (during 2013/14).
We are pleased to report that the West Bengal government has undertaken to repair
the Katherine Graham Memorial Chapel. We have sent a further £31,502 to India to
fund the cost of refurbishing the Steele Memorial Clinic, leaving a balance to be
remitted in due course of £66,129.
Fundraising events have included another successful annual London Curry Lunch, a
sale of ethnic goods, and coffee mornings and events run by local sponsorship
groups. These raised around £27,000. We have again had donations from
participation in sponsored marathons and long distance cycle rides, and from church
services and Guild meetings. Our income comes from a large variety of sources and
we are grateful to all those by whose loyalty and ingenuity it is generated.
Strategic Planning
Our successful UK Conference held in March under the title of “2020 Vision”
discussed the key areas of Long Term Strategy, Fundraising, Marketing and
Sponsorship. Arising from this specific proposals were brought to the Homes
International Conference in Kolkata in November, and the Board Of Management has
agreed to develop these proposals further and produce action plans to address the
various educational, political, and financial issues which face the Homes.
Investments
Our holdings are managed with a view to obtaining a balance between income and
growth. At 31 January 2014, our portfolio was valued at £670,747 compared with
£576,180 at 31 January 2013. The current yield on the portfolio is 4.9%. The funds
received last year of £105,000 from the Sir Percival Griffiths Trust have now been
10
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integrated into our portfolio and the income generated by this donation has been
used to sponsor additional children.
Financial Review
Principal sources of funds
Our activities and developments continue to be dependent upon funding from a core
of committed supporters, whose sponsorship and fundraising activities provide
approximately 65% of the funds required to meet our annual commitment to The
Homes.
Results for the year
The Statement of Financial Activities reflects a deficit of £26,527 (2013 – surplus of
£166,150), consisting of a surplus of £11,727 (2013 - £109,433) relating to
Unrestricted funds, and a deficit of £38,254 (2013 – surplus of £56,717) relating to
Restricted funds. The previous year’s surplus was due largely to legacies of
£139,673, income for the Earthquake Appeal of £58,345 and £45,979 of investment
gains.
The principal factors contributing to the surplus in unrestricted funds for the year
have been an increase in sponsorship and a number of successful fundraising events.
Restricted funds have been drawn down in order to cover sponsorship costs,
resulting in an overall deficit for the year.
The Balance Sheet at the year-end is healthy, with net assets of £961,681.
Plans for Future Periods
We will continue to work with the Board of Management in India, offering advice
and the benefit of experience to help with the efficient running of The Homes and to
ensure that The Homes can deliver a high standard of education to all its pupils,
together with appropriate vocational training for less academic pupils.
Child sponsorship, involving individual and personal links with needy children
throughout their school careers, is our Unique Selling Point, and efforts will continue
to be made to increase the number of sponsors and amount raised by sponsorship,
to allow more children to benefit from the education which The Homes offer.
On behalf of the Trustees
James T F Simpson, Chairman
11
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Please note: Copies of the full accounts are available free of charge from
the Treasurer whose contact details are shown on page 5
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STOCK MARKET INVESTMENTS REPORT 2014
Barrie Sayers, Investment Manager
[Written as at 14 April 2014]

Our portfolio of stocks and shares is presently valued at
£695,108, including cash of £12,301 awaiting investment.
When I last wrote at the end of November 2013 the total
figure was £685,796.
The last twelve months have been an exciting time for financial markets and
thus for our investments.
Concerns regarding Russian exploits in the Ukraine and growth in China have
knocked markets recently, while improvements in our own economy have
strengthened Sterling against other currencies - particularly the US Dollar. In
the United Kingdom the housing market is showing a lot of growth - the
result of increasing financial confidence, the continuing low cost of
mortgages and Government assistance to first time house buyers.
The pie chart below (Fig 1) portrays how our investments are spread
between the various market sectors. In respect of these I would make the
following comments:
You will see that the smallest sector is Real Estate, but in addition to this
narrow description we also have £41,000 invested in Property Bonds which
yield 6% and above (included within the Fixed Income sector) and just over
£20,000 in the ordinary shares of Travis Perkins, large suppliers to the
building trade (shown under Industrial Goods and Services). Thus we are
well positioned to benefit from growth in housing.
6.4% of our invested capital is within the Basic Resources sector - namely in
two of the world's largest mining concerns - BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto.
Although both have been affected by concerns regarding a slowdown in
China - which provides their largest single market - confidence is returning
and the income yield from both is around 4%.
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We have just over 12% invested in the Utilities sector - electricity, gas and
water - which provides us with a yield in excess of 5.6%. This sector, and
particularly the company Centrica, has suffered from adverse politically
motivated publicity over the past several months. However, the recent
concerns regarding Russia have resulted in a capital flow back into Utilities
which provide a trusted and high yielding home for money.
Sector Analysis
Construction &
Materials
2%

Personal &
Household Goods
3%
Telecommunications
2%

Insurance
5%
Retail
4%

Health Care
8%

Industrial Goods &
Services
13%

Food & Beverage
3%
Real Estate
2%

Banks
2%
Financial Services
2%
Basic Resources
6%

N. American Equity
Funds
3%
Global Equity Funds
4%

Infrastructure Funds
2%

Japan & Australasia
Equity Funds
2%
Cash & Equivalents
2%

Oil & Gas
6%

Fixed Income
16%

Utilities
12%

Fig 1
Showing distribution of investments

I hand over my responsibilities for our investments to our new Investments
Committee with complete confidence that our long term policy of care and
avoidance of speculation will continue.
Barrie Sayers – Investment Manager
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UK COMMITTEE SECRETARY’S REPORT 2014
Anne Hoggan
It has been another full year with an AGM in Edinburgh
and Trustee meetings in Glasgow and London.
More recently the Trustees’ work has been focused
mainly on three areas:
 finalising a three year Business Plan which is being prepared for
implementation by the autumn of this year;
 submitting a new draft Constitution to the Office of the Scottish Charity
Regulator for approval; and,
 managing the outcomes of last November’s International Conference.
Our thanks go to the Ministers and Kirk Sessions at each meeting venue for
the use of their halls and facilities.
Anne Hoggan - Committee Secretary

NOTICE – AGM DATE for 2014
The UK Committee’s AGM and Social Gathering are being planned for
Wednesday, 14th May 2014.
The venue, which is a new one for an AGM, will be the RENFIELD ST. STEPHENS
CENTRE, 260 Bath Street, Glasgow G2 4HZ. Following normal AGM business,
we are planning to include some personal accounts/slideshows concerning The
Homes. A light lunch will be available. All Sponsors, Correspondents,
Supporters and Friends of Dr. Graham’s Homes, Kalimpong, are welcome.
Please put the date in your diary.
Committee Secretary

PLEASE NOTE: The Renfield Centre is a two minute walk from Glasgow Charing Cross
Railway Station and a 15 minute walk from Buchanan Street Bus Station. A number
of local buses pass the door. Please contact the Committee Secretary if you need
any help with directions.
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FROM THE SPONSORSHIP STUDIO

Original artwork by sponsored children
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SCHOOL FACTS AND FIGURES IN 2013
PRINCIPAL
HEADMASTER
HOMES ADMINISTRATOR
Sponsorship Office
Principal & School Heads
Teach Staff
Special Needs Teachers

TOTAL PUPILS
Boy pupils
Girls pupils
ICSE candidates
ISC candidates
Leavers 2013 –
ISC Graduates.
Leavers 2013 –
Withdrawn
NO. of COTTAGES
Boys’ Cottages
Girls’ Cottages
Beginners Cottage
Senior Boys’ Lodges
Cottage Parents

Mrs. Hilda Peacock
Mr. Sovanlal Banerjee
Col. (Ret’d) Ratan Mani Pradhan
Mrs. Ruth Glashan
5
67
2
Boarders : 708
Day Scholars : 890
Private
Sponsored Private Sponsored

1,598
866
732
153
161
132

413
227
186
38
53
64

295
161
134
41
16
14

859
459
400
68
90
50

31
19
12
6
2
4

26*

12

8

6

0

21
9
8
1
2
38

[* Withdrawals still to be finalised post-political disruption of summer 2013]

The Curriculum offers the following main subjects, available to Board Exam level
(ICSE following Class X and ISC following Class XII):








English – Grammar, Language, Literature, Composition, etc.
Mathematics
Science – Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Environmental
Social Sciences – History, Geography
Computer Studies: theoretical and keyboard
Second Language – Hindi, Bengali, Tibetan, Nepali, as appropriate
Physical Training
18
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Classes IX to XII follow an Arts, Commercial or Science stream in which specialised
subjects such as Economics, Commerce or Environmental Science are offered.
The Extra Curricular Programme includes:










Sports – Basketball, Throwball, Cricket, Football, Swimming, Athletics
Choir and Music,
Band/Musical instruments
Elocution
Dance
Dramatics
Debating
Art Club
Scouts, Guides or NCC (Military Cadets)

SCHOOL CALENDAR – 2014/15
[The following events and activities represent a selection of the main ones which the children
might refer to in their letters to sponsors and correspondents. Editor]
[Monday - Friday classes are frequently supplemented with Saturday morning classes]

February
March
April

May

June
July
August

19

th

th

Boarders and day students return on 7 & 8 . School re-opens on 10th.
th
th
th
Cottage Assembly on 24 . Investiture of Class Monitors on 24 and 25 .
th
Extra-curricular programme commences on 26 .
nd
nd
Losar – Tibetan New Year on 2 . Cottage Captains’ Investiture on 2 .
th
Prefects’ investiture on 10th. Holi Festival school holiday on 17 .
th
th
ICSE & ICS Sen. Girls Basketball Tournament on 4 & 5 . First Unit Tests
th
th
th
between 7 to 16 incl. Nepali New Year school holiday on 14 . Easter
th
st
school holiday between 17 & 21 . ICSE & ICS Sen. Boys Basketball
th
th
Tournament on 25 & 26 .
st
May Day school holiday and Inter-Cottage Garden Competition on 1 . Prize
th
th
Day, Kindergarten and Junior School Play on 9 . Flower Service on 11 . ICSE
th
th
& ISC Sen. Girls & Boys Inter-school Volleyball Tournaments on 17 & 24 .
rd
Kindergarten & Junior Elocution Competition on 23 . Half-yearly exams
th
st
between 29 & 31 .
nd
th
Half-yearly exams continue between 2 and 7 . Summer Holiday between
th
th
7 & 17 .
th
Kalimpong Inter-school Power Point Presentation on 12 . Grahamite’s Quiz
th
and Finals on 16 . Inter-school ICSE & ISC Sen. Girls & Boys Table Tennis
th
th
th
Tournament on 19 & 26 . Inter-cottage Debating finals on 30 .
st
nd
Inter-school Spelling Bee Competition on 1 . Plus Two ISC Fest on 2 . Senior
th
School Inter-class Elocution Competition on 5 . Inter-school ISCE Soccer for
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September

October

November
December
January
February

th

rd

Boys on 8 & 9 (hosted at DGH) and 23 . Independence Day Ceremony and
th
th
Cultural Programme on 15 . Inter-cottage Mountbatten Competition on 16 .
th
nd
Second Unit Tests between 18 and 22 . Inter-cottage Power Point
th
Presentation Finals on 30 .
th
th
Teachers’ Day on 5 . Minto Swimming Shied on 6 . Inter-school ICSE & ISC
th
th
Boys Badminton Tournament on 12 & 13 . Grahamite’s Re-Dedication
th
Service on 14 . Inter-school ICSE & ISC Girls Badminton Tournament and
th
st
Burns Swimming Shield on 20 . Birthday Service on 21 . Inter-cottage
nd
rd
Singing Competition on 22 . Inter-cottage Swimming Gala on 23 . Birthday
th
th
Gathering on 24 . Inter-Cottage Athletics on 30 . Puja holiday starts on
th
30 .
st
th
Puja and school holiday between 1 & 12 . Inter-school ICSE & ISC Boys and
th
Girls Athletics on 18 . Kindergarten Sports Morning and Inter-cottage
nd
rd
th
Harrier’s Race on 22 . Diwali school holiday between 23 & 26 . ICSE Interst
school Girls Hockey Tournament on 31 .
th
Final Exams start on 24 .
th
Final exams end on 4 . Kindergarten Christmas Party and school Carol
th
th
Service on 4 . School closes on 5 for winter holiday.
ICSE & ISC students return for special exam coaching.
th
th
th
Boarders and day students return on 6 & 7 . School re-opens on 9 .
rd
rd
th
Cottage Assembly on 23 . Class Monitors’ Investiture on 23 & 24 .

MID-YEAR NEWSLETTER – MAY 2014

EDITORIAL
Challenges and Changes
Trustee, Pat Simpson, reports on the more robust procedures
for considering applications for children to be sponsored at
The Homes. This is to be welcomed as the unambiguous
establishment of genuine need is fundamental to fulfilling Dr.
Graham’s vision and the work of the UK Committee which
supports it. The appointment of a Students Supervisor for
sponsored college students is another positive step forward
by improving the support that is given to college students and to help them to focus
on their studies. There is still much other work to be done and discussions at the
International Conference highlighted many of the issues that need attention. The
Conference also revealed the challenges which the Kolkata Board of Management
20
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faces in aiming to modernise local management and operational practices,
sometimes within an environment of having to comply with Indian statutory
requirements that do not necessarily make the aims of the Board’s work any easier.
But progress must continue to be made and as with so many organisations today
monitoring effectiveness must be constant without any sense of complacency that
no more improvement is possible. Our UK Committee Chairman is in a unique
position for being a representative of an overseas committee by having a place on
the Kolkata Board of Management. He and the principal officers of the UK Executive
have established with the Board’s Chairman a mutual understanding of the longerterm goals that will ensure The Homes can continue with confidence well into the
21st century. The decision which he and his deputy have made to offer to remain in
post for another 12 months is important at this juncture and merits unequivocal
agreement from friends and supporters of the UK Committee.
David Willis, Editor

NEWS FROM THE UK
BIKE BENGAL 2014 – KATHMANDU to KALIMPONG [A personal perspective]
With the bike packed for the flights to Kathmandu, I left Arran on MV Caledonian Isle
on Wednesday, 12th February.
Due to wind, rain and hail my training had been spasmodic but the anticipation of
cycling in shorts and sunshine for a week in Nepal and India was a constant
inspiration.
Greater by far, however, was the inspiration and profound
encouragement given by the many generous donations pledged by relations and
friends. I was, and am, humbly grateful.
By Saturday, 15th all 13 cyclists had assembled themselves and re-assembled their
bikes in the Tibet Guest House, Kathmandu ready for a 6.30am start next morning in
an attempt to avoid the traffic congestion.
All along it had been stressed that this was not a race but a fund-raising exercise to
be enjoyed! Each day we planned for a 7.00am start with 2 hours cycling and then a
break for refreshments, followed by 1 hour and another refreshment break then the
last hour before stopping for lunch. Thereafter, a further hour or whatever was
needed to take us to our evening camp-site.
We were soon to discover that this was no “camping sauvage” holiday. At the end of
each day we arrive to find the camp-site already set up in every respect – individual
21
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tents for all, therma rest mattresses, sleeping bags, hot showers (Yes!), tea and
biscuits, a three course dinner and bed with hot water bottles. In the morning there
was tea/coffee provided in bed and a basin of hot water for washing followed by
porridge, muesli, toast, butter and preserves and then a cooked breakfast before the
day’s off, cleansed, refueled and replenished.

K2K 2014 : The cyclists and the support team from Insight Himalaya

But back to the beginning! I had fantasized about sunny days and cycling in shorts
but Kathmandu became cold and wet and many of us bought rain-proofs in the
Bazaar – just as well.
Weaving our way through the traffic out of Kathmandu, it began to rain. Wet and
very cold, 4 hours later we arrived at the lunch stop to find a shelter tent already
erected. We gradually dried out and warmed up. The afternoon cleared up and for
the next 6 days dry and warm sunny weather became the norm.
The 350 mile, 7 day ride began with 2 days of hills followed by 4 days on the flat
good roads with the final day up to Kalimpong.
Surely, one of the best ways to experience another country is from the saddle of a
bike – one sees so much at leisure, breathes the air, hears the sounds, meets the
people and slowly moves on.
The final day consisted of 3 sections: (i) a lovely peaceful ride at dawn through the
forests, (ii) a rougher undulating uphill road along the River Teesta before, (iii) the
BIG HILL and the 10 mile climb of some 3,000ft to Kalimpong and Dr. Graham’s
Homes.
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The first of these sections, I enjoyed immensely. At the second one we were held up
for an hour because of a landslide and on the subsequent loose gravel I had my only
fall but survived to proceed to the mountain ahead.
This was my fourth time on the hill and I was feeling good. I hoped for a good
ascent - cycling some and walking some. But soon, all too soon, the energy flow
ebbed and there was “little left in the tank”. I cycled a little, walked a lot, rested
often and longed for the summit.
My wife, Jennifer, had joined me the day before – her fare to Kolkata very
thoughtfully, generously and personally paid for by members of the UK Committee –
and she had followed me up the hill in the back-up vehicle. At one resting place she
counselled me, “please give up, put your bike on the vehicle and jump aboard”.
Sensible counsel as always but “pride ruled my will” as my reach strove to exceed my
grasp.
But I was very aware I was keeping the rest of the group waiting on the outskirts of
Kalimpong. I told them on the phone, “don’t wait any longer, you must go on”.
Gallantly they waited and great were the cheers of relief when I eventually arrived.
A cup of tea and we were off again on the very last lap. The welcome began!
The main street of Kalimpong was closed to traffic while we marched through the
Bazaar to the band playing the school song but the opening line, “Forward of YOUTH
for ever advancing” somehow didn’t ring true for one cyclist whose years had
already been advancing more than 80 times.” The route was lined with crowds of
Saturday Bazaar shoppers. All bikes were then pushed up the last climb to Dr.
Graham’s Homes to enter the school compound where masses of cheering pupils
lined the route to the finish line outside the school hall. It was all exceedingly
humbling. We had arrived and were welcomed by the Principal, Mrs. Hilda Peacock.
It is estimated that 13 cyclists had raised nearly £30,000. This is sufficient to give
nurture and education to 3 needy children for their total school life (or 25 children
for one year). Together we had enjoyed fun and fellowship and, in a small way,
succeeded in keeping “the wheels of Dr. Graham’s Homes turning”.
Worship with the school on the Sunday morning, when 13 cyclists were able to give
thanks to God for all that they had enjoyed and achieved together, was the most
perfect climax.
John Webster, “Leader” and cyclist
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BIKE BENGAL 2014 – KATHMANDU to KALIMPONG [A more factual perspective]
Thirteen dedicated cyclists set out from Kathmandu on Sunday, 16th February for the
journey to Kalimpong, a first by any measure – route, charity, experience, whatever.
The Tibet Guest House in Chetrapati is not renowned for its efficient early morning
calls but as we all had backup systems in place, it was not difficult to be ready for the
early breakfast of tea and toast followed by last minute checks on the bikes, loading
the bags on the support vehicle and preparing to go out into the early morning
industrial haze of east Kathmandu.
It had rained heavily overnight and was certainly still threatening as we set out.
6.30am was the target departure time and we made it with minutes to spare. We
had a good run out of Kathmandu which was built up most of the way, but after that
we saw several brick-work kilns and a statue of the Lord Shiva, the largest certainly in
Nepal and maybe in the World. It was a slow climb through Baktapur and Dhulikhel
where we had our first stop after about 2 hours of cycling. By the time we reached
the lunch stop it was raining and everyone was fair drookit although the sensible
ones had either come prepared or bought suitable gear in Kathmandu.
After two punctures on the way and a run of 50 miles, we reached Camp 1 on the
banks of a tributary of the Sun Koshi River. A very pleasant place and David Robins
even went in the water for a bathe. The camps were to a very high standard with
single tents, airflo mattresses, sleeping bags and hot water bottles if requested.
There were even hot showers available. The evening meal was soup, pork cutlet and
pineapple fritter, well served by Binod and Paul and their assistants from Insight
Himalaya.
As it was Sunday John Webster conducted a short service before the evening meal
for those who wished. The venue, the quiet, the running water and the group made
the whole event seem surreal. All were in bed by 8.30pm preparing for the next day
which was scheduled to be the most challenging.
There was very heavy rain during the night which we all knew would make Day 2
‘different.’ Dawn next morning was clear and bright, giving hope that any bad
weather had passed which in fact it had. We knew that today was to start with
everybody being transported over an extremely bad bit of road but we did not
expect the mud slides we found. We all helped to push the vehicles up the hill while
avoiding the local traffic in both directions. At one point there was some anxiety as
to whether the bus would make it but with expert driving it managed to reach the
top.
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This slowed us down considerably so the decision was taken to transport us further
up the hill to Khurkot at the start of the good road where we could commence our
cycling for the day. This meant transport for 38 miles and cycling for 36 miles down
through Sindhulimadi to Bardibas. Even with this help it was almost dark by the time
we reached Camp 2 at Bardibas - a lively town. It was the wedding season which
became very apparent with stereophonic and quadraphonic music during the night.
We were all up and about at 5.30
in the morning ready for Day 3. It
was a short run out of the valley
to the East West Highway and
then through Bandipur and
Goldbazaar and on to the
campsite at Lahan.
We
encountered some fog in the
morning but this had dispersed by
lunch time and we reached Camp
3 at 2.00pm - a large field near a
Police College. Some of the more
adventurous cyclists went to see a
Bollywood movie but they did not last the pace and came back after about an hour!!
Day 4 was to be the longest distance at 64 miles. As we were near the border with
Bihar we were not allowed to camp in this area so had to make Camp 4 at Pagali.
The cycling was a straight run on smooth roads through towns and villages but the
people were not so receptive to greetings and waving as the Indians are on the
Kolkata-Siliguri route. The area was much more agricultural with fields of barley,
wheat, banana and mustard, interspersed with cattle, goats and pigs. We crossed
the barrage over the River Sun Koshi, which was built in the 1970s with Indian
finance to prevent mass flooding of the Bihar State during the monsoons. At the east
end of the barrage there was a large fish market selling all sorts and sizes of fresh
water fish, a popular stopping off point for buses using the highway. The road
skirted the Koshi Tappu Wildlife Reserve, although we did not see any of the wildlife!
After Pagali we stopped to have a walk round the market in Pathari, a very busy,
friendly place which obviously attracts people from all around. This was more like
India: questions being asked, where had we come from, where were we going, how
much did the bike cost!
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Lunch this day was in a very pleasant eucalyptus plantation. we were in no hurry as
we were only doing 42 miles today and time was on our side.
The last camp was at Surunga beside the River Kankai in a slight coll which, although
providing shelter, gave us good views of the hills to the north and east. A succession
of locals came to call, all providing their history, their love of the British, their
aspirations and their family details. We ended the day with a camp fire. Fraser
Edwards played his bagpipes and one of Binod’s team played the sarangi, a
traditional Nepali instrument, all very nostalgic.
Our Indian support leader Prakash Gupta from HEAT Flexi Holidays arrived this
evening. This signaled both the proximity to the Indian border and the farewells the
next morning to Binod, Paul and the men from Insight Himalaya who had treated us
so well over the last six days.
On Friday morning the camp fire was still in, so some of us had our porridge sitting
round it. This was the day we headed for Kakadbhitta and the crossing into India.
We aimed to have our lunch break at the border as we knew it could take time. In
fact we were over and done within about an hour and a half and ready to continue to
Siliguri.
The run to the hotel was very busy with cars, motor bikes, tuk-tuks and people,
although saying that we made good time and reached our hotel by 3.30 in the
afternoon.
It was an early start on Saturday and the run through the forest to Sevoke is always
very interesting, the sounds of India waking up, monkeys screeching and the early
morning sun shining through the trees. Signs saying, “Elephants have priority. Please
do not obstruct”, caused some amusement.
Between Coronation Bridge and Teesta Bridge there had been a landslip which was
in the process of being cleared but did cause a small delay. Conveniently bikes got
through before the larger vehicles sorted themselves out, which gave a welcome
period of almost traffic free cycling.
Once over the Teesta Bridge the uphill climb started. Fortunately it was not as hot as
it had been for past bike rides and even threatened rain at one point. People on the
way up asked where we were going and of course, when you mentioned The Homes
they knew straight away what was happening.
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Once everyone was gathered and refreshed at Soods Hotel, we set out to transit the
town with The Homes band in the lead playing the school song. The band, the
crowds, the music, the welcome really made the whole effort worthwhile. We
deviated at the Tirpie Road and walked up towards Ahava where more children
greeted us with handshakes, high fives, pats on the back etc. Mrs. Peacock
welcomed us with congratulations and mentioned each cyclist by name, a gesture
much appreciated.
Sunday saw us back at The Homes for a Church service held outside, conducted by
Rev. Simon Henry with John Webster giving an address. Fraser Edwards played
Highland Cathedral and Amazing Grace on his pipes, David Robins read the lesson
and Digby Barrow provided the music for the final hymn on the school keyboard. All
this in the open air at The Homes, and below the iconic Katherine Graham Chapel,
only increased the emotion of the whole bike ride event.
James MacHardy
EARTHQUAKE APPEAL UPDATE
Refurbishment work around the campus
is almost complete, with the Steel
Memorial Clinic finally being refurbished
and restored and ready for patients! It
will be used for patients from the school

Steel Memorial Clinic, main elevation and
entrance in February 2014

and will also provide a much needed
medical facility for the local community
and, potentially, as a recognised nurse
training centre, leading to a certificated
The entrance to the Steel Memorial Clinic
nursing qualification. The refurbishment
after the earthquake in September 2011.
and
furnishing
is
estimated
at
approximately £35,000. Most of the cost for this came from the funds raised by the
Bike Bengal 2012 ride which were dedicated to the Earthquake Appeal.
Work on the cottages has produced some very smart results as can be seen from the
photos overleaf of the newly restored McGregor and Calcutta Cottages.
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Sadly, the Katherine Graham Memorial chapel still remains closed as the school waits
for the West Bengal Heritage Commission Trust to begin its expensive and complex
restoration work. The iconic Chapel, opened in 1925 in memory of the founder’s
wife, has been closed since the earthquake for safety reasons and it will take some
years before children are once again able to raise the rafters with their singing
James MacHardy, Appeal Convener
TROON FRIENDS OF KALIMPONG
Our coffee morning will be on Saturday, 4th October, from 10 till 12 noon at Troon
Old Parish Church. Put the date in your diary - everyone will be most welcome.
Aileen Fraser
LONDON CURRY LUNCH
Details (later) from Fiona Cranston, but please put Wednesday, 29th October into
your diary for the next London Curry Lunch at St. Columba’s Church of Scotland.
David Willis, Editor

NEWS FROM THE HOMES
PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
Mrs. Hilda Peacock
[Extract from the Principal’s Report to the International
Conference, November 2013]
All schools are heterogeneous but perhaps Dr. Graham’s
Homes is more so than any other I have known. Some of
our children are amongst those who are marginalized and
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vulnerable and have been subject to deprivation and abuse and yet we have
alongside them children who come from neighbouring states, who are wealthy, have
money and luxury goods to flaunt and political power to back them. We have
children who come from abysmal poverty and those who have been adopted by the
Gandhi Ashram. We have children who are first generation learners, many of whose
parents have not seen the inside of a school and some of whom come from highly
educated and cultured backgrounds, and yet I claim that Dr. Graham’s Homes is a
great leveling ground (see Fig 2).
Once inside all differences melt away and the
child become ours, a member of a large family
that belongs to Dr. Graham and this is the
greatest cementing factor. How do we do this
and how do we survive amidst this diversity
apart from regular schooling and cottage life
where the children continue to study, learn,
grow, work and play together? We give them
many opportunities to interact as part of one
family, from addressing morning assembly
through to cottage activities and representing
their class or year at school events and
competitions.

Fig 2

I am very pleased to inform you all our sponsored children have passed their ISCE
and ISC exams. Some of our day scholars have failed. Our boarders and sponsored
children do not fail and their success, I attribute only to the extensive coaching they
receive mid-way during the winter holidays right up to the onset of the
examinations. This is a massive operational and logistic effort. All sponsored
children are brought back, they are housed in cottages and they attend classes all
day with the best teachers training them for their exams. Some of our private pupils
also avail of this facility, many pay exorbitant amounts in going to commercialized
coaching classes in the plains. But the time and energy that is spent by those who
attend our coaching classes in these bitterly cold months pays rich dividends, and
that is probably the single most important reason for all our sponsored children
being able to obtain pass certificates.
The school is now in its 113th year and we must devise newer and more
contemporary methods of both teaching and living so that our system will be
relevant and attractive to future generations of students. I am assured that the
school will go from strength to strength because it has been founded on the ideals of
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love and compassion, and this is what will stand the school in good stead in the years
to come.
Hilda Peacock

FINDING OUR NEEDY CHILDREN
Pat Simpson, UK School Liaison
Over the years The Homes has settled into a routine
procedure for finding suitably needy children who would
benefit from the nurture and education that could be
provided by Dr. Graham’s Homes. But over these same years
standards have been changing and, from time to time, we
have found that a few children who have been accepted into
The Homes are perhaps not just as needy as we might think.
True, those in this category are indeed needy by the standards that we would set in
UK; but it is also true that there are children a few rungs lower down the poverty
ladder that might benefit even more from your support – and fit more closely with
the vision of John Anderson Graham.
At the behest of UK Committee, a new, revised, procedure for assessing “Need” was
introduced in Kolkata this year, also broadening the criteria of Christian, AngloIndian, family background considerations that remain key. The initial approach for
entry to The Homes usually comes from the family themselves, often through a
direct visit to our office in Birkmyre Hostel. Bureaucracy demands form-filling and,
by the end of any one year, we find that up to 80 applications have been lodged.
Ideally we would take in every child as all read on the face of it as being very
desperate cases; alas that is not possible. An initial desk study carried out jointly by
the office team and the Board Members soon reduces the numbers to a more
manageable forty to fifty, most of these being further assessed by home visits.
These can be most revealing and help greatly towards finding the truly deserving
candidates. The team has to be alive to efforts by a few applicants to “beat the
system”, perhaps through over-populating their one-room apartment for the
occasion, concealing hi-tech equipment or even borrowing the more run-down
house next door!
For 2014 we followed the established procedure but through allotting staff new to
the task, assessments were carried out with a fresh eye. Our new Hostel Secretary,
supported by a qualified social worker, carried out the initial sifting and followed
through with home visits. Family interviews by our assessment panel produced a
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long list of the most appropriate candidates. Further home visits were made to
assess the findings of the Panel before final acceptances were given. A typical
“Justification for Sponsorship”, below, gives the UK Committee much greater
confidence that the 20 children who arrived at The Homes in February this year are
truly worthy of your support.
Romeo G …. is six years old and lives with his grandparents, Brian and
Rita F… in the slum area of Topsia, Kolkata. The grandfather begs for a
living outside The Mother House. The grandmother makes rotis in a few
houses in the evening and, if called upon during the day, does odd jobs to
earn a living. The boy’s parents have deserted him as well as his
grandparents. The living conditions are pathetic. Both grandparents stay
in a makeshift tent on the terrace area of the building they rent from their
landlady Mrs. P; it is the landlady who has built the tent for them. They
have been living there for the last three years, all this time without
furniture and with no electricity. For personal washing, bathing and toilet
needs they rely upon a nearby communal facility. Drinking water is drawn
from a common tap on the road. The boy is allowed to sleep inside the
landlady’s house at night. The entire family has no proper clothing. Romeo
goes to a local free school which is in … Road. The school’s name is M… Day
School. Romeo looks a bright child and is very eager to study. He should be
given a chance to study and make something of his life.

EXCHANGE VISITS WITH BHUTAN
Mr. Miku Foning, Chairman Kalimpong OGBs Association, has informed the Kolkata
Board of Management that the Association plans to run a programme in Bhutan
during 2014 to showcase The Homes. The Kolkata BoM agreed the choir should be
sent to Bhutan during the summer holidays and to invite the Prime Minister of
Bhutan (an OGB) as the chief guest at the Birthday celebrations in September 2014.
Editor
JUNIOR SCHOOL CONCERT (2013)
In 2013 “The Little Mermaid” was the perfect setting where the children acted, sang
and danced making the concert a grand success. It was the enthusiasm and the hard
work of the Junior School teachers that led to this spectacular show. Mrs. D. Goodall
edited and directed the play. For the wonderful props on stage all credit goes to the
Junior School Treachers. The choir produced excellent singing and music under the
direction of Mr. Shane Saviel and Mr. K. Upasak. Three cheers to all the staff and
students of the Junior School.
Mr. Gavin Goodall, Head of Junior School
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FEATURES
THE GIRLS’ HOSTEL
[Tina Dennis and Caroline Eckersley were instrumental in establishing a hostel for
girls from DGH who attend college in Kolkata. They fund raise specifically to support
the Girls Hostel and mainly do so by holding sales of ethnic goods at a number of
venues throughout the year. Below is Tina’s account of how they started. Editor]
In 1996 we were asked by Theo Baker (the then social worker for Dr. Graham's
Homes in Calcutta) to concentrate our fund-raising on founding a hostel for the girls
leaving Kalimpong and seeking places in Calcutta colleges. Previously, Theo had,
with some difficulty, found places for the girls in various existing institutions - The
Birkmyre Hostel, belonging to the Homes, being exclusively for boys. We embraced
this challenge, started raising money and were supported by many (especially, we
remember, by Anne Colquhoun, a long-standing member of our UK Committee).
Some, however, were dubious about what we, as then out-siders, were up to.
Our first proper experience of Dr. Graham's Homes was donning hard hats and being
taken around various building sites in Calcutta looking for the right site to place this
proposed Hostel. Eventually a building was found and we entered into a partnership
with the East India Charitable Trust.
Fifteen of our girls were housed in Marquis Street. This arrangement lasted about
seven years during which time the area around the hostel deteriorated and became
unsafe. A flat became available in Eliot Road and the girls moved. During these
years, attitudes changed and the possibility of girls living at the Birkmyre alongside
boys also changed and accommodation was made for them there.
We now have nine girls at The Birkmyre in Middleton Row, living in their own
apartment. They have their own matron and are able to live and study in a safe
environment. Six of the girls have either UK sponsors or separate Funds to support
them whereas the remaining three are dependent upon our fund-raising.
The girls follow different courses which will equip them for life in the outside world.
Many study English with a view to a career in teaching; at present one is following a
Beautician's course and Hotel Management is also a popular option. They all have
study guidance and are counselled through to the next stage of their lives.
Although outwardly the girls are confident and positive, they need a lot of support.
They do not have the family back-up that our own children take for granted. Life for
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young women in India, is, as we have all read in the papers lately, not easy and can
be dangerous. The need for hostels for Indian girls, living on their own, has, sadly,
become more important today than it was when we started out on this venture
nearly twenty years ago.
We were recently in Calcutta and as usual visited "our" girls and they have written a
little 'Thank You' to all their kind sponsors and friends.
Thank you all as well from us both and from all on the UK Committee for your
continuing support.
Tina Dennis
A “thank you” from the girls at The Birkmyre Hostel
Being at the hostel is such a wonderful experience for all of us, as we learn to be more
independent. Our staying at the hostel is a nice experience for all of us as we get to
know each other’s likes and dislikes.
During the weekdays we get up around 7:00am so that we make it on time for our
college. Few of the girls have lunch at noon and the other girls who cannot make it for
lunch have their lunch at 3:00pm after their college.
After a tiring day at college some of us come back and watch television and others take
some rest. We follow certain rules and regulations, so all of us sit for studies in the
study hall from 6:00pm to 7:00pm. During this time we complete our college work and
revise what was taught to us in the class. In our leisure time we practice our creativity
and also demonstrate on our friends.
At 7:30pm we all together have our dinner and after we are done we watch our
favourite soaps and series till 10:00pm. We also attend a fellowship each Tuesday.
Most of the week we are all busy with college, so we follow the same routine. It is only
on weekends that we get to explore the streets of Kolkata and that is when we get
together and go out for some tea and have all different kinds of street food.
We are all very grateful and thankful to all of you for making it possible for us to live at
the Birkmyre Hostel.
Thanking you,
From
The Girls of Birkmyre Hostel
(Lydia, Candy, April, Irene, Sabrina, Faustina, Michelle, Sharon and Melissa)
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Note from the Sponsorship Secretary: There are also another eight girls at college
who are able to live in their family homes. Four of these have UK sponsors and the
other four are supported by general UK fund raising. Of the present total of 17 girl
college students, four are not directly in touch with any supporter and for these we
would love to have some volunteers to act solely as their Correspondents!
The Birkmyre costs more to run than the total income that is raised through resident
students’ fees. The deficit is partly met through private lettings - events such as
weddings – and the balance is closed off as a charge against The Homes' overheads.
Jim Simpson
MARGARET AITKEN née BONJOUR – KINDERGARTEN TEACHER
My mother, Margaret (Madge) Bonjour, was an Anglo-Indian born in Poona. Her
father was killed during the First World War, and she and her sister Eva were
admitted to the Anglo-Indian Home and Taylor High School in Poona, as their mother
could no longer support them. This establishment was run by an English lady, Mrs. E.
(Mama) Hutchings, and Miss Agnes C. W. Dove who came from Cambuslang,
Glasgow.
She trained as a teacher in St. Mary’s College, Poona, specialising in infant education,
which included Montessori and Froebel methods. In 1937 she obtained a post as a
teacher in the Kindergarten at St. Andrew’s Colonial Homes in Kalimpong, where she
taught until 1946.
As she had no family home of her own, she enjoyed the lifestyle at the Homes, with
the Aunties and Cottages and the feeling of community. She lived in ScottishCanadian cottage and, after she was married, in Woodburn Cottage.
She was keen on sports and went swimming, horse-riding, and played badminton
and tennis. She also enjoyed the many social activities at the Homes such as picnics,
dances and entertainments. She kept up with the popular songs of the day, and sang
and played Hawaiian songs on her ukulele.
My mother loved teaching and seems to have been popular with children and staff.
As she was an accomplished artist, she would paint scenery for the children’s
dramatic productions. She had a wonderful repertoire of stories, and also
encouraged the children in poetry and singing. She also had a wind-up gramophone
and a collection of records (78s) which were used to teach the children music and
movement, or Eurythmics as it was called at that time. When I visited the Homes in
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the winter of 1970, I met Daisy Fowles, who had been Dr. Graham’s secretary. She
remembered my mother as an excellent disciplinarian.
During the winter holidays, my mother would
return to Poona, and it was there in 1941 that she
met my Scottish father, Archibald (Jock) Aitken.
He was serving in the Indian Army Corps of
Clerks, as Superintendent of the Station Staff
Office in Poona. He was later stationed in
Calcutta, making it easier for him to visit
Kalimpong, and in 1942 my parents were married
in the Katherine Graham Memorial Chapel. As Dr.
Graham had died earlier that year, the minister
was the Rev. W J McKenzie-Scott, from the
Macfarlane Memorial Church in Kalimpong. My
mother was led up the aisle by Mr. J T Lloyd,
headmaster of the school, and the best man was
Mr. Lloyd’s secretary and school treasurer,
Andrew Fraser. The flower girls were pupils
Isobel Grierson and Joan Barry. The reception
was held in the Crozier Club and their honeymoon
was in Deolo Cottage.

Bride and Groom flanked by Rev.
McKenzie Scott and Andrew Fraser
with Mr. Lloyd (far right)

In 1946 my father was demobbed and had to return to Scotland, and of course my
mother came with him. They eventually settled in Balloch, near Loch Lomond. My
mother kept in touch with many friends and colleagues, and although she enjoyed
catching up with people such as Mary Lloyd and Dr. Graham’s daughters, Betty
Sherriff and Bunty Odling, at reunions in Edinburgh, she never revisited Kalimpong.
As a child I was fascinated by her photographs and stories of what were undoubtedly
some of the happiest years of her life.
Eona Aitken (daughter). With special thanks to Isobel Grierson for additional
information.
[Editor’s Note: Daisy Fowles came to The Homes originally as cottage staff in the mid
1930s but went on to become a secretary – first to Dr. Graham and after his death
she was successively secretary to Rev. Duncan, Rev. Traill, Dr. Minto and finally Mr.
Brooks. Daisy was also Cottage Superintendent for both girls and boys cottages from
the late 1950s until her retirement in 1973. After spending some 40 years working at
The Homes Daisy retired to Bristol and died about 10 years ago, a very old lady.]
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DGH staff in 1939 with Dr. Graham (seated centre) and Mr. Lloyd, Headmaster, on
his right.
(NOTE: Margaret Bonjour is sat on the grass on the left side of the photo)

DGH staff in 2013. Mrs. Peacock, Principal, is seated centre.
This Report and Newsletter has only been possible with the involvement of many people in the UK and at
the Homes. I would like to acknowledge and give my thanks for their enthusiastic help. I have put a name
alongside each specific contribution. Some people also shared with me their photos and for that I would
like to thank in particular: Eona Aitken and James MacHardy. Editor
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